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e’ve heard this before and we’ll
hear it again. Cattle being slaughtered by the thousands to prevent the
spread of hoof and mouth disease. Scientifically known as aftosa, it is also
commonly called foot and mouth disease. All animals with cloven hoofs are
susceptible: cattle, sheep, pigs, goats
and deer. Hoof and mouth disease does
not hurt the meat of the infected animals
and it does not affect humans. The illness produces a fever and blisters and
lesions on the feet (between the toes)
and in the mouth. Females may abort or
develop chronic mastitis, thus both the
meat and dairy industries are affected.
There are several types and subtypes of
the virus, each of which would require
a different vaccine, thus making it difficult to control. Frequent revaccination is
also necessary. Animals can recover, but
while the disease runs its course the animals are miserable and weight loss occur since the animals don’t want to eat.
The active symptoms, which includes
lameness, may last a month. The mortality rate for young animals is high, but
lower for adult animals. Therein lies the
issue: to livestock and milk producers
this disease can be devastating. It’s all
about international economics. Originally surfacing in Europe two hundred
years ago, the disease spread to Latin
America where it still resides. A devDiscount!
astating outbreak
of the virus started in
Prepaid Price
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12.50/20
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and by the wind over distances as much
as 40 miles. Imagine an international
traveler, staying at a cute B & B on a
farm in England, walking around the
barn, hiking through the fields, and then
coming home to his ranch in Southern
Arizona without disinfecting his shoes.
When we visited Scotland in 1999, the
sign at U.S. Customs said anyone who
visited an agricultural area in a foreign
country should walk through a disinfecting agent to clean their shoes. But we

didn’t have to, they said, so we didn’t.
However, after a trip to Ireland in 2014
where we visited a farm, we spent time
waiting for the Agricultural officer at
the airport to check our shoes, and came
close to missing the flight home. If aftosa had been incognito on that farm, we
could have brought it home. And what
about the shoes we had in our suitcases?
No disinfecting there. This doesn’t seem
to be an effective deterrent to halting the
spread of a disease that has caused the
deaths of millions of animals worldwide
over the years.
One of the significant outbreaks of aftosa in the United States happened in California and Texas from February through
July of 1924 with such repercussions
that ever after measures were taken to
protect the country from this disease.
Governor Hunt of Arizona took steps to
protect the state and banned the importation of all animals and any kind of food.
That included dogs and cats. Ruthless
enforcement by inspectors at the quarantine stations on the California border
caused such a backup of travelers that
an angry crowd tried to storm the bridge
over the river at Yuma. The Fire Dept
responded by dousing them with Colorado River water, which effectively turned
them back. Another outbreak happened
in Texas in that same year. Several influential ranchers had herds that had to
be destroyed, so when hoof and mouth
disease surfaced in Central Mexico in
1946, the U.S. government took drastic
measures to prevent its spread to this
country, and were successful.
Slaughtering the afflicted animals is the
only known way of containing the disease, and since the Mexican government
was not able to handle the outbreak by itself, the U.S. government decided to put
up the money. A joint Mexican-American commission was set up in January,
1947. The U.S. would support enforcement and pay each and every owner for
the cattle that had to be destroyed. Mexico would pay for the other kinds of animals. Kel M. Fox recounted an unforeseen complication: In those days, oxen

were used by many of the small farmers.
The U.S. provided mules (unaffected by
the disease) to replace them, but in the
meantime, thousands of small farmers
with no income came to the U.S. looking for work. When the mules arrived,
it appears that they walked too fast and
tended to break the wooden plows that
the farmers used. This meant the U.S.
government had to provide steel plows.
And so on…
The program consisted of a number of
teams that went out into the Mexican
countryside and looked for animals.
The team would include an American
Inspector, a Mexican Inspector, perhaps
a veterinarian and soldiers to back them
up. Jim Kelso, a resident of Arivaca
back in the 1920s, remembered his days
as an Inspector: they would go out into
the small villages and look at the cattle,
pigs and sheep. If they looked healthy,
the team would vaccinate. If the animals
had the disease, they were taken out,
shot (this is known as the sanitary rifle),
and burned with the remains buried in a
pit. Needless to say, the farmers were
not happy, but they were repaid. (As
if that matters when the animal is like
part of your family.) Jim remembered
a woman who had a large sow. On the
first visit, she refused to let the Inspectors come in, fearing the worst, so the
soldiers had be called. The sow, which
was hugely pregnant, had no sign of the
disease, so she was vaccinated. Some
time later, they returned to reinspect and
were warmly greeted at the door by the
woman. “Come in, come in!” she said.
“Please vaccinate my pig again!” It
turns out the pig had had twelve piglets.
(It had never had more than two before.)
Other inspectors were not so fortunate.
As the farmers across Mexico began
to realize the ramifications of this governmental action, they began to resist.
Mobs sometimes greeted the Inspectors and in one case, the whole team,
including a large number of soldiers,
was killed by angry campesinos. Another incident involved a young man
from a local Southern Arizona ranch
family. Robert Proctor took a year off
from college to go to Mexico to work
as an Inspector in 1948. As told by his
brother, George (who had also been an
inspector), he had been there almost a
year and was about to return to the U.S.
when he was sent to a small town along
with a Mexican inspector, three soldiers
and a guide. A mob of several hundred

men and women appeared and attacked
with stones and clubs. Robert attempted
to get away but was beaten to death and
his body buried. Later, his body was
recovered and returned to his family in
Arizona. George believes that this incident could have been predicted by the
authorities and prevented, but for political reasons, no one was held accountable in Robert’s death. After that, a call
for protection of American inspectors
was raised.
It took four years, but the aftosa outbreak in Mexico was finally stemmed
by the program. Procedures to maintain
the health of livestock include separation of imported livestock. Line riders
were hired to patrol the (frequently unfenced) Mexican border, even though
the outbreak was two hundred and fifty
miles south of here. One of those was
Don Matheson, who lived in Arivaca,
Ruby, Tres Bellotas and Sasabe during
his tenure as a line rider. His job was
to prevent the transportation across the
international boundary of cattle that
had not been quarantined for the allotted period to determine if they did or
did not have the disease. He would ride
the steep hills along the border between
Sasabe and Bear Valley, looking for sign
of cattle movement. You can imagine
the difficulties. Better (?) fences were
also constructed during this period. This
is also just one of the U.S-Mexican issues that have formed the relationship
between the two countries, and one that
should not be forgotten by people on
this side of the line.
As we have seen, hoof and mouth disease has not gone the way of smallpox.
It is one of those elusive diseases that
seem to get around all attempts at eradication. Keeping it at bay is a matter
of constant vigilance. Perhaps that will
be what happens with Covid19. At this
point, who can say?

Margaret Maxwell, “’It’s
a dirty job, but somebody
has to do it:’ Arizona’s little war of ‘24”

17th Annual Red, White, and Blue Parade

Thanks to Dr. Ted Noon
and Don Matheson.
For more information on
aftosa see this web page:
https://www.aphis.usda.
gov/publications/animal_
health/2013/fs_fmd_general.pdf

July 4th at 10:00 AM
Arivaca Main Street

Staging near the library by 9:30 AM
Road closed at 9:45 AM
Entries call 398-8515 and leave message or email
patti.jent@arivacafiredistrict.org
Arivaca Fire Department personnel will be coordinating
Maintain social distancing

Helping Ease
Arivacans’ Rough Times

Arivaca Helping Hearts
We are here to serve the needs of Arivaca and Sasabe, AZ residents (living within the 85601 or 85633
zip codes). If you need a little help with any of the
following expenses, give us a call! -Propane, water
company, clinic co-pay, medical, taxes, rent, gasoline, phone, eye glasses and other approves expenses!
Arivaca Helping Hearts current amount of aid:
$100 in assistance every six months
Contact us at (520)398-3032, PO Box 201 Arivaca, AZ 85601
Restrictions apply on types of expenses, amounts and frequency of disbursals. Arivaca Helping Hearts pays the
expense directly to the vendor
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Manuel A. Machado, Jr. Aftosa: a historical survey of foot-and-mouth disease and inter-American relations.
Kel M. Fox, “Aftosa: the campaign
against foot-and-mouth disease in Mexico, 1946-51,” The Journal of Arizona
History, Spring, 1997, p. 23.
George Proctor, “An American tragedy
in Mexico: the death of Robert Proctor,”
The Journal of Arizona History, vol. 38,
no. 4, p. 395.

Check out our website at
www.southernarizonaconnection.com
for archived issues and more!
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In Honor Of Bill Vetter 8/12/30 6/28/19

B

ill Vetter, born on August 12, 1930,
lived in Arivaca for about 10 years
with his wife Jane, and several house
rabbits. They moved back to their California home in 2017 to be closer to the
ocean and family. Bill died after a long
and wonderful life on June 28th, 2019.
His life in Arivaca was pretty quiet, and
mainly consisted
of 4-wheeling
out in the hills,
collecting interesting odds and
ends from the
desert and everywhere else, and
being at home
with Jane and
the bunnies that
lived in their
house. He enjoyed gardening
and especially
loved to plant
and eat tomatoes. He was a birder, and spent many
hours in his big puffy recliner watching
the birds during his later years of life
in Arivaca. Even when mobility became
more difficult for Bill, he could often be
found tinkering with something around
the house or in the tool shed. He was

very creative, and felt satisfaction out of
creating useful gadgets.
Prior to moving to Arivaca, Bill had a
whole other life. He was a well known
surfer in southern California. Back
when surfing was less popular, Bill was
one of the first few surfers, and spent
days in the ocean with the waves and
open space. In order to carry the heavy
long boards back then, you had to be big
and strong. He
was well loved
in the small
surfing
community, a happy
individual who
always looked
to the brighter
side of life. Bill
was the father
of four children
and spent his
working years
with the AT&T
company as a
"trouble shooter", fixing the
more unusual problems. He retired
from AT&T in the 1980's after working
30 years with the company.

and the Sea of Cortez. He loved to explore the ocean, and was diving even
before oxygen tanks were frequently
used. On their camping trips to some of
the most remote and isolated beaches
Bill and Jane caught and ate fresh seafood nightly, including abalone and 10
pound lobsters.

Living Yoga & Āyurveda
In Honor Of Water
By Regan Wendell, AHC

A

s we move into June in Southern
Arizona, temperatures remain
high. Here in Arivaca, even with blazing heat in the day, the nights and early
mornings are cool. It's a time to wake
early, rest indoors or in the shade during
mid-day, and enjoy the cool evening
moonlight. I was "supposed to be" in
Vermont right now, where is it significantly less hot and summer has barely

begun to peek through. "Supposed to
be"; it's funny how we think we know
things. How we think plans are meant
to happen simply because we decided
to plan them. I am exactly where I am
meant to be in this moment.
As the desert heats up, the earth and
our bodies desire hydration. "As above,
so below." What occurs in the macrocosm directly affects each of us, the
microcosm. As summer heat increases,
the energy of the fire element and pitta
doṣa increases outdoors and within each
of us. Here in southern Arizona, at least
until summer rains arrive, it is also very
dry. Vāta doṣa is composed of ether and
air elements, and expresses itself as dry
and rough. Understanding the principle
of opp sites to bring balance, we consider the element of water with its' cool,
moist, and soft qualities.
As I walk in the desert, leaving gallons
of water on the trails that immigrants

United Community Health Center
Arivaca

Bill's early retirement allowed him
more time with Jane to enjoy camping
adventures on the west coast of Baja

Borderland 's Unitarian Universalist

Please visit us online at

Women’s Health Provider
Coming to Arivaca September 2020
FREE Transportation
Available!

www.borderlandsuu.org
for information and online
worship.
Lisa Kiser, WHNP

Siding With Love

17388 W. 3rd St., Arivaca, AZ 85601
520.407.5500
www.uchcaz.org

and refuges walk daily, regardless of
weather or pandemic, I carry my own
water to keep me hydrated as I sweat. I
am reminded of the power of the water
element; giving life to plants, animals,
and all living beings. I am reminded that
clean drinking water is not to be taken
for granted, rather it is to be honored
and celebrated. Water is responsible
for cohesion. Water allows for ease of
movement in the body and in relationships. It is associated with love, compassion, and forgiveness.
While some of us require more or less
daily hydration based on our constitution, lifestyle, phase of life, and climate,
we all need water to live. However, water only hydrates us if we are actually
able to absorb it. Ice cold water not only
dampens the digestive fire, it is also difficult for the body to absorb and assimilate. Drinking warm water first thing
in morning (after cleaning your mouth)
will help to hydrate the body, wake-up
the digestive fire, and encourage elimination. During the day, even in the
summer, it is best to drink warm-ish or
room temperature water, which is easily absorbed by the body. It is especially
challenging for the body to ingest icecold beverages.
Drinking large amounts of water in a
short time (chugging) will encourage
urination, but that water is not be absorbed by the body. The body cannot
process so much water at once. Drinking smaller amounts of water consistently throughout the day will keep you

better hydrated. A well-hydrated being
has energy and stamina. They are better
protected from illness and injury, and
are pleasant to be around.
In addition to the ways in which we
drink water or other fluids, we also consider the fluid itself. Drinking excessive
amounts of plain water will dehydrate
the body by flushing out necessary
minerals and electrolytes. Electrolyte
replacement beverages sold in stores
are not only expensive, they are full of
dyes, additives, and chemicals. Mixing
water at home with salt, minimally processed sugar or maple syrup, and lime is
an easy and effective way to encourage
absorption deeper into the tissues. We
can also add herbs and cooling spices to
our water to help keep us cool in bodymind-spirit.
There are many substances we take into
the body that cause dehydration. So in
addition to drinking water in a manner
that hydrates the system, there are also
practices to avoid in order to promote
and sustain hydration. Alcohol and caffeine are dehydrating. Dry, rough foods
such as popcorn, crackers, chips, and
dried fruit pull moisture from the body
in order to be digested. Many raw vegetables, especially bitter and astringent
veggies, will also pull out moisture
from the body. If you have issues with
hydration, including dry skin, dry eyes,
and constipation, it is advised to ingest
substances that will add water to the
system, rather than drawing it away.

will help to lubricate and hydrate the
body. Cucumbers are hydrophilic as
well as cooling, and are an excellent
summer vegetable to eat raw. Instead of
having a large raw salad as your entire
meal, have a small salad at the end of
your meal, and be sure to put oil on it.
Most fresh fruit is moist and watery, indicating it is a better choice than dried
fruit if we are trying to stay hydrated.
Remembering that like increases like,
and opposites balance, if one wants to
lubricate and hydrate the system, one
must ingest things with those same
qualities. As you consider diet and
lifestyle practices, I encourage you to
think less about what you eat/do once
in while, and focus more on what you
eat/do every day. The once in a while
activities will have minimal effects on
body-mind-sprit, while actions taken
daily are cumulative and significant.
Hydrating Electrolyte Water Blend:
• 1 quart water

• 1/4-1/2 fresh lime
• 1/8 -1/2 tsp. sea salt
• 1/8 - 1/2 tsp. minimally processed sugar or maple syrup
Adjust the quantities to suit your unique
needs.
Cooling Herb Infused Water:
• 1 quart water
• 1/4 tsp. coriander
• 1/4 tsp. cardamom
• 1/4 tsp. fennel
• 1/4 tsp. rose petals
This can be made without rose for those
who are adverse to flowery beverages,
however it adds a lovely calming and
cooling quality. Combine the herbs with
water in a pot and bring to a boil.turn
off the heat and allow to sit over night
with the cooling energy of the moon. In
the morning, strain out the herbs and
enjoy through the day.

Cedar Creek Services

Moist, cooked foods that contain oil

Our company provides quality pump service
for all your fresh water needs.

15%
OFF

ARIVACA SOUL With This Ad
FOOD RESTAURANT

Well drilling, booster pumps, solar pumps
and water storage systems.

NOW SERVING BEER AND WINE

Installation and repairs of water pumps using
high quality Grundfos and Franklin pumps.

SAT & SUN 8 AM - 12 PM

We perform well inspections and water testing.
We look forward to working for you.

BREAKFAST

RV Sites - $25 daily, $125 weekly, $400 monthly

CALL US AT

Arivaca Soul 1 Year Birthday Bash Nov 2nd 3 Pm to 11 PM
Live Music, Food & Drink Specials, Karaoke, Swap Meet
15785 W UNIVERSAL RANCH RD • ARIVACA, AZ, 85601
www.Arivacasoulfood.com • (520)284-7355

211806

Google Rating

520-975-1127 or 520-398-3326
SERVING TUBAC, AMADO, & SURROUNDING AREAS.
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Tales from the Garden- Nature’s Way
By Emily Bishton

O

ne of my favorite things about being a human being is the chance to
experience how the web of life goes on
around us every day, whether or not we
participate, and whether we even notice.
A few weeks ago, that played out in a
small but significant way in my perennial sunflower patch, and happily, I was
there to notice and learn.
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hold the monsoon storm water that runs
off our patio and lawn. As soon as I got
there, I could see clusters of black on almost every rosette of leaves, each a mass
of hungry aphids munching away.

After a few moments of feeling sheer
disgust, I went to get the garden hose,
knowing that a strong shower of H2O
will easily knock these insects off plants,
and damage many of them enough that
they won’t survive to crawl back on. Before turning the hose sprayer on though,
Because I’ve spent all my other sum- I bent down low over each plant to see if
mers in the Pacific Northwest, I hav- any ladybugs were already on the scene.
en’t gotten to see my Arivaca sunflower Adult ladybugs are voracious aphid-eaters, and they will also only lay their tiny,
patch in bloom,
beautiful golden
but I always eneggs on the unjoy how the sturderside of leaves
dy shoots pop up
where they know
out of the soil
there is plenty of
each spring and
soft-bodied inhead up towards
sect prey for their
the sun. So on
larvae to eat. But
the day I started
alas, I could see
getting my drip
only one ladyirrigation up and
bug in the whole
running for the
patch, and no
first time this
eggs. Knowing
Ladybug adult to the rescue. Photo by Emily Bishton.
year, I saw that
that
aphids
are
born
pregnant
(yes it’s
the bright green sunflower leaves had
true),
which
makes
their
reproduction
sprouted, and I headed over to check
them out. Our sunflower patch is plant- rate astoundingly fast, I sprayed a showed in the bottom of the Sombrero Pond, er of water at every aphid cluster except
which we built to catch and temporarily the one that the ladybug was feeding on.
When I rechecked the next day, I found

still just the one ladybug, and once again
avoided it as I sprayed water to knock
hundreds of black squirming aphids off
the other plants. Ah… but on the third
day, I was ecstatic to see that many more
ladybugs had come to the rescue and
were busy eating aphids!!! Tachnid flies

Ladybug larva. Photo by Emily Bishton.

transplanted weeks before but was still
suffering from root shock, I found ladybugs, larvae, and pupal cases on it too!
The “ladybug squadron” just doesn’t
leave town until it has cleaned up every
neighborhood…
The sunflowers in my patch are now
well over 2 ft tall, and their leaves and
stems have outgrown any damage done
to them by the aphids. Though there is
no longer any sign of the “mass carnage”
that went on there, I hope that each time
I gaze upon the beautiful, golden sunflowers this summer, I remember to
appreciate the web of life that can play
out so well without my help. Those
squirming aphids were not a “problem”
at all… what really happened was that
I just didn’t look long enough the first
time I saw them on my sunflowers. If
I would have spent a few more minutes
before deciding to intervene with my
water spray, perhaps I would have seen
that my help wasn’t needed at all, be-

and other beneficial insects were also
doing their part to help, and there was
absolutely no need for me to intervene in
the delightful scene. On the fourth day,
I saw several tiny, alligator-like ladybug
larvae, and I knew that my “aphid problem” was officially over. Even one ladybug larvae can eat approx. 400 aphids
between when it hatches and when it
creates its pupal case approx. 2 weeks
later, and morphs into an aphid-eating
adult. A handful of larvae mean that a
whole lot of aphids will soon be history.
And so each day afterward, I saw more
and more adult ladybugs and larvae, and
less and less aphids. Pupal cases apLadybug pupal case. Photo by Emily Bishton.
peared quickly too, making me realize
that ladybugs had been laying eggs in the cause a delicious feast was already well
vicinity at least a week or more before I underway. Humbling and enlightening
first saw them, and that I had undoubted- at the same time, a perfect example of
ly also overlooked larvae already pres- nature’s way.
ent by then. Soon there were no aphids
on any sunflowers in the patch. Know- For more photos from this story, web
ing that plants already under
some kind of stress can trigger
aphids to attack them, one of
the other things I had done afChad Denson
Chad@tucsoncpa.com
ter first seeing the aphids was
to give gentle root zone irrigation to all the sunflowers, in
(520) 790.2738
case the big increase in day(520) 747.0447 (Fax)
time temperatures was stress7802 E. Escalante Rd.
DAVID OASE C.P.A.
ing them. When I thought to
Tucson, AZ 85730
A Professional Corporation
also check out a nearby New
www.tucsoncpa.com
Mexico Aster that had been

links to life cycle information on ladybugs and other beneficial insects, and
more, visit my new blog at https://ebishton.blogspot.com

Sextortion Scams are making their
way around Green Valley!

A

large-scale Sextortion Campaign is
making use of a network of more
than 450,000 hijacked computers to send
aggressive emails, researchers warned.
A network of private computers infected
with malicious software and controlled
as a group are being sent spam messages. Green Valley has been targeted with
these kinds of emails recently.
The emails threaten to release compromising photographs of the recipient unless $800 is paid in Bitcoin. The emails
contain personal information such as the
recipient’s password - probably gathered
from data breaches, to specifically target
more than 27 million potential victims at
a rate of 30,000 per hour.
While analysis suggests a small fraction
of those targeted have fallen for the ploy,
one expert said such botnets still offered
a great “return on investment” for cyber-criminals. “A Botnet can be used
for many things,” said Charles Henderson, from IBM’s X-Force Red Security
Team. “This was just one task.”
A Botnet is a network of computers taken over by hackers using malicious software typically spread via infected web
pages or email attachments. They can
carry out attacks spread across a wide
number of machines, making it harder to
disrupt and the attacker’s origins harder
to trace.
Security Company Check Point said this
latest sextortion attack used the Phorpiex
botnet, active for more than a decade.
Research head, Yaniv Balmas said those
individuals whose computers (Windows
or Mac) were hijacked would probably
not know it. “Attackers are simply using the victims' computers as vessels,”
he said.
Spreading an email campaign across
a botnet in this way would reduce the
risk of the emails being flagged as spam
- though it is not clear how many were
able to reach intended inboxes.
“The criminals are getting smart enough
to use a larger botnet and sending fewer emails per machine,” said Mr. Hen-

derson, who was not involved in Check
Point’s research but had observed the
same botnet in operation.
Experts advise using the latest versions
of software; particularly web browsers
to avoid being susceptible to this kind of
attack. A typical email sent by the botnet
- subject line: “Save yourself” - reads:
“My malware gave me full access to all
your accounts (see password above), full
control over your computer, and it was
possible to spy on you over your webcam.” The claim is not true, but the
emails include a genuine password associated with the target’s email address.
“The attacker is saying, Hey, we hacked
your computer, we saw you doing this
and that, and this proves it. This is your
password,” Mr. Balmas said.
Check Point monitored one Bitcoin
wallet used to collect funds from the
scam and found about 11 bitcoin - almost $100,000 - was collected in a fivemonth period. “Most people don't fall
for sextortion scams,” Mr. Balmas said.
“But it’s the rule of big numbers. If I'm
sending 100,000 sextortion emails, it’s
enough that 100 people fall for the trap.
I get my money.”
Mr. Balmas said it was likely the same
botnet used to carry out other, more lucrative attacks, such as the theft of credit
card details. “It’s not somebody doing
this from his garage; it’s a group of individuals doing this for their day jobs.
This is their business.” He said. Do not
fall for this scam and do not respond
to the scammer. Quickly change your
passwords and block the email sender
from your email account.
Source: GV Scam Squad

Kelly’s Mobile
Sharpening Service

Tom Hostad Realty
(520)398-8132
www.tomhostad.com
Need a custom home built on one of these properties? Call 398-8132 today!

Arivaca/Amado Properties
Arivaca / Amado
1700 SF Updated Home in the TS, 3 BR Under Contract
Home on 20 AC, fenced, $99K
4000SF HS w/ indoor pool, Fixup Make offer
3BR Home on 10 Ac MM11 with Lg Garage
Land Parcels, 5 to 40 Acres $27 to $80K
10 Acres MM11@ Arivaca Rd, S-side $25K, Seller says Make Offer!!
40 Acres end of Crooked Sky, Rolling , great for homesite
20 Parcels So of Twin Peaks Fully Fenced $40-$65K
Two 5 AC parcels Trees n Vegetation off Jalisco $25K each
20 Acres Jalisco n Col Verde, Motivated Seller
10 Acres w/ Well., Septic and Power installed, Hardscrabble
80 Acres North of Townsite, Las Grutis Rd, Remote & Views

The ultimate cutting edges

Green valley, Madera Reserve

Steel, carbide, ceramic knives, scissors, garden tools, shop tools, hatchets,
chain saws, kitchen knives and more! If
it takes an edge, I’ll sharpen it.
Ten or more items and I’ll come to you, or call ahead
and drop off from Tuesday-Friday from 8:30-4:30 and
I’ll sharpen while you wait. Look for the sharpening
sign on Universal Ranch Rd., four gates down from
Arivaca Rd.

Dan Kelly (520)336-2100
16225 Universal Ranch Rd.
kellysmobilesharpening@gmail.com

3000SF, 3BR,3 1/2 bath +, Den/Office +1000SF 4 car Garage, Pool
n Views
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Around Arivaca
Arivaca Early Learning Center
June Update
by Miss Nathalie

H

appy summer! I hope everyone is
finding time to read, find flowers,
do some gardening, playing, and filling
your days with wonderful things!

Memories from the
16th Annual Red,
White, and Blue Parade, July 4th, 2019

While we all realize that things are ever-changing, we are attempting to make
some plans for the Fall and our Early
Learning Center.

Arivaca Boys Ranch.

A NOTE FROM HELPING
HEARTS

Postcards have been mailed out to returning families, kindly return these to
the Action Center via mail. We will also
be sending out an opportunity for you to
hear about some of our new health and
safety measures, and we welcome your
comments and questions.
To our supportive community, we are
looking for substitutes (please send resumes to Box 457), and we are also happy to have new volunteers join us. Feel
free to call and leave a message at the
school 398-2190, or email us at arivacaearlylearningcenter@gmail.com.

D

o you need some help with any of
the following:

RENT OR MORTGAGE, WATER
OR PHONE BILL, INSURANCE,
PROPANE, GASOLINE OR MINOR
CAR REPAIR, GROCERY ITEMS
INCLUDING PAPER GOODS & PET
FOOD
Arivaca Helping Hearts

Arivaca Helping Hearts has been
awarded special Grants to help our
neighbors in Arivaca and Sasabe,
AZ. during difficult times caused by
COVID19
Give us a call at: 520-398-3032 (leave
a message) Or Text to: 520-419-5506
For Emergency Gasoline, Propane or
Groceries from the Arivaca Mercantile
call: 520-288-0773

Three Points VFW

F

REE VEGGIE SEEDS FOR
ARIVACANS! They are saved
seeds from my 2019-2020 organically-grown crops. For more info,
email me at ebishton2@gmail.com

WISDOM’S CAFE

We have been making improvements
around the Center: new blinds, painting,
a new shed, and orders of new plasma
cars, buckets and shovels, math and
science games, a brand new center all
about magnetism, and a beautiful wood
bridge/rocker. The teachers are so excited to learn and play with the children as
soon as we open our doors again.

Delicious Mexican Food by
Four Generations of the Wisdom Family
Tumacácori
Tubac
Wisdom’s Cafe Wisdom’s Dos
www.wisdomscafe.com

Thanks to Barbara Stockwell for the photos!.

www.wisdomsdos.com

(520) 398-2397

(520) 216-7664

MON-SAT 11-8
FRI & SAT Live Music
TUES. 2-for-1 Margaritas

MON-THUR 11-6
FRI & SAT 11-7 • SUN 11-4

FRI/SAT/SUN Live Music
$6 Monday Menu

Subscribe to Connection!

Poetry
Page

FLEDGLING
Hiking Secret Canyon…fledgling Canyon Wren on sandy floor
Fluffy, fuzzy, alone, unsure… scared ?
Mom on canyon wall above---watching, calling out
Flash flood comes in night
Muddy, sandy, roiling water rages, rushes through canyon
Washing away all in its path
Sadly, little fledgling can’t fly above torrent
Found next morning, lifeless, never to sing again
I wonder… Does Mom know ?... Is she sad ?..... I am.

Get Connection delivered to you every month. For only $20, you get a
year’s worth of Southern Arizona’s
Open Forum Community Newsapaper.
Send check made out to:
“Connection” to PO Box 203, Arivaca, AZ 85601
Name:______________________
Address:____________________
____________________________
____________________________

Keith Cliver

J & K RECYCLING
AND GARBAGE
SERVICE

MANY SHADES OF GREEN
I rocked in the rocking chair In the shade
and watched life go on in the Gardens during a pandemic.
The grounds men In various spots of these Gardens
seemed content, each doing his own necessary task
in a careful, planned way—
working separately and in conjunction with each other,
almost like a machine,
to make this campus the show place it continues to be.
Birds sang shrill songs
as they flicked among the heavily leafed trees.
Then all was quiet—lunchtime, I surmised—and I began to walk
through green trees, amazed at the many shades of green
that flooded my vision
along with splotches of bright color here and there.
Margaret Ann Adams

Some of Us

Gemini
I am a Fox
I run toward the Setting Sun.
or the rising Moon…
on the path of the trickster…
A zig and then a zag…
Always moving in hopes of
Reaching my destiny; Without
a disfavor from a god
I am a Wolf
I run toward the Setting Sun
or the rising Moon…
on the path of the Brave
meeting the world face to face…
taking control of my own
destiny...
Blessed with the favors of
the gods…

Monthly Garbage
Service, $30.00
Monthly (weekly
pick-up) Household
garbage only
4 bag limit. We
do yard clean-up
also, call for more
information!

Contact Jerry at
(520)470-2113

Anne Possien

Some of us have made the grade. Some have run amok
Some are oh so fortunate. Some have lives that suck.
Some are misaligned. Some are right on track.
Some retreat. Some attack.
Some just went to jail. Some just got out.
Some still look within. While, some must go without.
Some cause tears. Some bring joy.
Some are brash and others, coy.
Some understand. Some don't know why.
Some still walk the Earth. Some now fly.
In memory of Joseph (Rocket) Frausto, who passed away on May 13th
Hal Buckingham

Arivaca.com

YOUR non-profit local cooperative high speed internet!
Serving:
Arivaca, Moyza, Amado,
Altar Valley and Elephant
Head

(520)261-2411 www.arivaca.com

Connection
2020 HEAT Awareness

W

e know this summer will be different in many ways, but one thing
that won’t change is the Arizona heat. The
summer heat is here and with it comes
triple-digit temperatures that last through
September. The high temperatures increase the risk for heat-related illnesses
like heat exhaustion and heat stroke. In
2019, Arizona hospitals had 2,944 emergency department visits for heat-related
cases and more than 250 deaths have occurred annually in the past 3 years in our
state.

Arizonans are no strangers to the heat.
Not one person, organization, or agency
can tackle this hazard alone. Sometimes
friends and family members may need assistance with issues such as having access
to an air-conditioned space to cool off in
during the hottest part of the day.
Heat-related illness is preventable. To
help protect yourself, your family, friends,
neighbors, and coworkers you can take
actions to prevent, recognize, and treat a
heat-related illness. General care for heat
emergencies include cooling the body,
giving fluids, and minimizing shock. For
specific heat-related emergencies, follow
these steps:
• For heat cramps or heat exhaustion: Get
the person to a cooler place and have the
person rest in a comfortable position. If
the person is fully awake and alert, give a
half glass of cool water every 15 minutes.
Do not let him or her drink too quickly.
Do not give liquids with alcohol in them,
as they can make conditions worse. Remove or loosen tight clothing and apply
cool, wet cloths such as towels or wet
sheets or mist with water. Get the person
into an air conditioned space if possible.
Call 9-1-1 or the local emergency number
if the person refuses water, vomits or loses
consciousness.
• For heat stroke: Heat stroke is a
life-threatening situation! Help is needed
fast. Call 9-1-1 or your local EMS number. Move the person to a cooler place.
Quickly cool the body using any means
available, including cool water and ice.
If you have ice packs or cold packs, wrap
them in a cloth and place them on each
of the victim's wrists and ankles, in the
armpits and on the neck to cool the large
blood vessels. (Do not use rubbing alcohol
because it closes the skin's pores and prevents heat loss.) Wrap wet sheets around
the body and place the person in front of a
fan or air conditioner. Watch for signals of
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breathing problems and make sure the airway is clear. Keep the person lying down.
With many people staying home this summer due to the current pandemic it is important to know about resources like the
Low Income Home Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP). This Program helps
individuals with limited income pay their
energy bills. Contact Arivaca Human Resource for information regarding this and
other programs available to you.
If you must visit a cooling center remember to wear a cloth face covering and
maintain physical distancing of at least 6
ft. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) has released guidelines
on how these centers can operate safely
during this time.
Source: Arizona Department of Human
Services (ADHS)

Can we mix science and religion?

C

an people of faith believe in science?
Is it also true that the leaders of the
Age of Science were also men of faith,
such as Isaac Newton and Galileo? Let’s
examine this.
Yes, Newton did examine the religion of
his time in great detail and wrote many
treatises. However, since they were not a
part of the canon of the major religious
writers of his time and would be considered heretical by the Church of England,
Newton decided to suppress his views.
His science and the religion of his time
were at odds.
Galileo’s life was a continuous struggle
in defending science from the influences of religious prejudices. He was forced
by the Church on April 30,1633 to recant
his support of the view that the Earth revolved around the sun. He was placed on
House arrest for the rest of his life. He escaped being burned at the stake. Another
earlier scholar, Bruno, who also tried to
promote this new heliocentric view, was
not so lucky. Bruno was burned at the
stake while tied upside down. This illustrates the power of religious supremacy
beliefs that are untested with supporting
evidence.
Yes, many believers view the present virus pandemic through the eyes of science,
but there are example of those who don’t
so view this experience. Consider those
few evangelical ministers who com-

plained that the social-separation order
was a denial of their religious freedom to
meet in any size group for their services.
Again, such claims are examples of religious supremacy behaviors that emerge
often from faith-based religious groups.
Faith-based religions are not well defined
which allows various religious groups
to form with a special packaged set of
beliefs that are approved as a justifiable
set of allowed behaviors, often of the supremacy style.
Consider the inside story of the 9/11 attack on the US when 19 men affiliated
with al-Qaeda, an Islamic terrorist group,
mainly from Saudi Arabia, were willing
to participate in a suicide attack to carry
out their cause that was related to their
religious group’s beliefs. This group of
terrorists, so it has been said, held the belief that their sacrifice would guarantee
them a religious hereafter. Wow, what a
reward. And wow, what a wild untested
belief. These terrorists, so it is also said,
believed that it is appropriate to eliminate
the infidels of their beliefs.
When one adds the scientifically derived
value of vaccination; using nuclear radiation for detecting and treating disease;
using biological evolution for disease and
abortion justification; and determining
rules for abating a viral pandemic, it is
clear that science is generating a public
value base far more generous in reach
than religion.
So, we have to ask ourselves if faithbased groups built from the ground up
without evidence of the merits of one’s
beliefs are measures for wise planning.
Religion and science seem not to be compatible. Although, we humans have the
capacity to generate high-level cognitive
skills, we seem quite unable to collectively gather our vast experiences, our ample
reasoning ability, and our brilliant science tools, to pursue a progressive form
of flourishing humanism. It seems all too
difficult to yield, for the well-being of all,
our ego-centric brains. It is too difficult to
give up our deeply ingrained set of personal beliefs. Yet, the tragedy of personally experiencing a pandemic, could bring
pause for the rejection of former beliefs
and begin anew.
Paul Taylor, retired professor of science
education, Green Valley resident

Here’s what you need to know about
Library reopening

A

ll Pima County Public Libraries
will reopen with limited services on
Monday, May 18, at 10 am. There is a lot
of information regarding these services,
so we've pulled it all together. Our goal
is to make visiting the library as seamless
as possible. In order to do so, we ask that
customers read and understand what we'll
be doing to make that happen.
The safety of staff and customers is of the
utmost importance.
Please read more about what we’ll be doing, and what we hope you’ll do, to keep
everyone safe and healthy. Due to different circumstances at each library, services
may vary slightly. We ask for your flexibility and patience.
PICKING UP HOLDS
Some libraries are offering curbside pickup. When you come to the Library, look
for signs in the parking lot if you’d like to
have your holds brought out to you. This
is new to you and to us, and we greatly
appreciate your understanding as we finetune this service. Be assured, we’re doing
everything * we can to make this process
as seamless as possible.
● Due to parking, staffing, and building
configuration, curbside service will look a
little different from library to library.
● At some libraries, there will be tables set
up for you to grab your holds.
● We will have clear signage or staff directing you how to get your holds. We ask
that you please follow directions and have
patience.
● Those picking up holds are asked to
quickly come and go.
● At first, pickup service is only for holds
that have been on the shelves since before
we closed in March. We will process new
holds beginning next week, and we expect
our delivery trucks to be running by the
end of the month.
● You will not be able to browse the collection in person for now. Please look for
items online from home, place holds, and
we will get items ready for you when you
visit. To keep the collection as clean as
possible and to maintain social distancing,
only staff will get items off the shelf.
RETURNING ITEMS
Items must be returned in the book chute,
including Interlibrary loan items. Staff
cannot take them for you. All due dates
were extended to July 1, so please don’t
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worry about overdue fines.
ENTERING THE LIBRARY
● Occupancy will be limited in each
building at all times. You will likely have
to wait in line to get in. We have limited
building capacity to maintain social distancing. There will be designated places
for you to wait. We are providing as much
shade as we can.
● You will have your temperature taken
if you need to enter the building. Please
wear a face covering, or we will supply
one for you.
● Visits will be limited to 30 minutes.
● Parts of the library will be blocked from
public use, including the shelves. Customers will not be allowed to browse at their
leisure.
● Hanging out, congregating, sitting,
reading, and homework tutoring will not
be allowed at this time.
● Please do not bring food into the library.
You are welcome to bring drinks, but they
must be in tightly-lidded containers.
We want ALL of our customers to be safe,
including our young visitors. Please keep
the following in mind:
● Children 15 & under must be accompanied by an adult (18 or over)
● No more than 1 child per adult
● The child must remain with the adult at
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all times
● Children cannot be dropped off at the
Library alone
AVAILABLE SERVICES
The following libraries will offer pickup
of holds only. You will not be able to enter
the building.
Caviglia-Arivaca Library, Dewhirst-Catalina Library, El Pueblo Library, Himmel
Park Library, Quincie Douglas Library,
Sahuarita Library,·
Santa Rosa Library, Sam Lena-South Tucson Library,
Southwest Library.
Many locations will offer limited computer use.
● A limited number of computers will be
available.
● Service is offered on a walk-up basis,
first come, first served.
● You may have to wait in line.
● Sessions will be limited to 30 minutes
maximum, and you will only be able to
use one session per day.
The printer/copier/fax machine will be
self-service. Visits are limited to 30 minutes. Please plan your visit accordingly.
You can get a library card via phone or
email before you come in.

UNAVAILABLE SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
● Dusenberry-River Library is being remodeled and will not open until around
the end of June. We will make an announcement as soon as we know the date.
● El Rio Library will not open because the
community center is closed until further
notice.
● Meeting and study rooms at all libraries
will be unavailable.
● There will be no in-person events until
a later date.
● We anticipate the Bookmobile resuming
service sometime in July.
● We are not taking donations at this time.
● Tax help will not resume until further
notice.
We understand this is a lot of information.
We sincerely appreciate your attention to
these important points regarding limited
service. Please call Infoline at 520-7914010 if you have any questions.

Trico Donates $250,000 to Help Members and Communities Affected by
COVID-19 Crisis

T

rico Electric Cooperative is committed to helping our Members and the

communities we serve as we face the
health and economic challenges presented
by the COVID-19 emergency.
In partnership with the Trico Foundation
and the Trico Electric Charitable Trust,
Trico has adopted a COVID-19 Assistance Program that will provide bill credits and payment extensions to qualifying
Members who are negatively affected by
this pandemic.
“As a non-profit, Member-owned utility,
putting our Members first is a guiding
principle that has never been more important than it is now,” said Vincent Nitido,
Trico’s CEO and General Manager. “We
will continue to support our membership
and the communities we serve throughout
this crisis.”
Qualifying Trico Members, including individuals and small businesses, can apply
for bill assistance through a quick screening process that can be found on Trico’s
website at https://www.trico.coop/helpfrom-trico/.
In addition, Trico is providing funding for
non-profit and charitable organizations
that help local communities in need. The
cooperative will continue to provide financial assistance to qualified Members,
non-profits and charitable organizations
for the duration of this emergency.
The list of non-profits and charitable organizations that Trico
has assisted with $10,000 grants
includes United Way of Tucson,
Southern Arizona’s COVID-19
Fund, Interfaith Community Services, the Community Food Bank
of Southern Arizona and Marana Health Care. Trico also has
pledged an additional $200,000
to Wildfire, an Arizona nonprofit group that works through local agencies to aid low-income
families and individuals. Trico is
currently accepting grant applications from nonprofit and charitable organizations that serve Trico
communities with food and other
basic needs.
For more information on grant
availability, bill assistance and
aid from Wildfire, visit Trico’s
website at https://www.trico.
coop/help-from-trico/, or call
(520) 744-2944.

Un-Classifieds
COST: 25 CENTS PER WORD • You count - I accept.
Payment must be made prior to publication. For Free & Non-profit ads ONLY - No Charge.
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE - Only Email or written ads accepted • Deadline: 20th of each month.
Mail to: Connection, POB 203, Arivaca, AZ 85601 or email: SazConnection@gmail.com
DOG SITTING. Clean, quiet individual
accommodations. $20 per day. 520398-2526.

REGENERATING ARIVACA meeting
and potluck first Sunday of the month at
the Arivaca Community Center at 5 PM.

RATTLESNAKE
REMOVAL
BY
RD Free rattlesnake rehomeing by R
D Ayers. Humane alternative to killing
these valuable predators. 520-8202947.

FIREWOOD-SEASONED MESQUITE
16” length-Delivered and stacked,
$300/cord, call 520-425-7625

DOG CARE RESORT Clean country
accomodations. $20 per day. 520-3982526.
ACCEPTING DONATIONS! Arivaca
Helping Hearts is accepting donations
for the year! As a 501(c)3, your
donation is tax deductible. So if you
need help or if you can help, please
give us a call! See ad on page 3.
IF YOU HAVE A DRUG PROBLEM WE
CAN HELP Narcotics Anonymous meets
in Tubac every Thursday evening at
6PM at the Tubac Community Center, 50
Bridge Rd, Tubac AZ 85646 Open to all

1 BED MOTOR HOME RENT
2 OWN $450.00 Month. Includes
Power,Water,Wifi Move in Today! Call
520-447-8015
HELLO
GOOD
PEOPLE,
THE 10 FENCED ACRES ON
HARDSCRABBLE RD, hilltop views,
well, electric 600 ft to property line, $42
K by owner. (520) 429-4307.
ARIVACA MOVESMOVES Tuesday
7-8:15, by donation. A place for
movement. We alternate between a
country swing/disco/etc. week and
an improvised experimental music
week for contemplative movement. All
welcome!

Viga Covers
Are your vigas and beams
showing weather damage?
Protect them with
beautiful copper caps.

Quick Custom
Metals
3759 N Romero Rd
Tucson, AZ 85705
(520) 888-7313

www.quickcustom.com

RELIABLE CONSTRUCTION HELP
needed, $15/ hr. 520-303-3105
RANCHO DE LA OSA IS NOW
HIRING. Kitchen staff, housekeeping,
maintenance and wrangler positions
are available. Call 520-401-5648 for
more information.
PEOPLE
HELPING
PEOPLE
SPONSORS
FREE
SPANISH
CLASSES Beg./Int. Tuesdays 5:30-7
at the Gitana
KELLY’S MOBILE SHARPENING
SERVICES The ultimate cutting edges.
See ad on page 10.
Dan Kelly
520-336-2100
16225 Universal Ranch Road
kellysmobilesharpening@gmail.com

FURTHER OPEN GATE ACCESS
Thursday through Sunday
info@rubyaz.com
www.rubyaz.com
520-744-4471 for permits.

Have Medicare questions?

HaveI Medicare
questions?
have answers.
I have answers.

DAVID JACOME
Licensed
Sales
DAVID
JACOME
Representative
Licensed Sales
101 S La Canada Dr, 30-B
Representative
Green Valley, AZ 85614
101 S(520)
La Canada
Dr,TTY
30-B
425-6522,
711
GreenUHCMedicareSolutions.com
Valley, AZ 85614

(520)425-6522, TTY 711
UHCMedicareSolutions.com

RUBY MINES
ENTRANCE
TO
PROPERTY BY PERMIT ONLY NO

Arivaca Meetings & activities
SATURDAYS

5-7pm at the Old Schoolhouse.

Every Sat - 9am - Noon: Farmers’ Market.

3rd Tues - 2pm - Arivaca Fire District board mtg
@ Fire House
www.arivacafiredistrict.org

1st Sat - 9am - Human Resources Rummage Sale
1st Sat - 8:30am - Arivaca Water Coop meet at
town water yard (Feb, April, June, Aug, Oct, and
Dec)
SUNDAYS - 9:30-10:30am - Heat Yoga (Comm
Garden Yoga Greenhouse) Call Glo at - 520-4009608
Sun. 3:00pm - People Helping People In the
Border Zone: meeting - Arivaca Humanitarian Aid
Office.
2nd Sun - 4pm. Arivaca Action Center Board mtgs. 15925 W. Universal Ranch Rd,
arivacaactioncenterinc@gmail.com
3rd Sunday - 4:00-8:00pm - Board Games for
adults - Comm. Ctr. 5 -8pm. Call 398-3010
MONDAYS:

WEDNESDAYS:
2nd Weds. -4pm -Human Resources Group mtg. Human Resource Office Public Invited
3rd Weds. 3:30pm Arivaca Library Book Club call
594-5239
Veteran's Forum Weds. 4:30 Arivaca Action
Center
THURSDAYS:
3:30pm - Gentle Yoga Old Schoolhouse
6-7pm - Weekly Meditation Group - Arivaca
Action Center Wellness Area (in back of building)
Sponsored by PHP, free and open to everyone!
FRIDAYS:
1st & 3rd - AVF Bingo 6pm Arivaca Action Center

First Monday: - Arivaca Community Center board
meeting - 5:30pm - at the community center

3rd Friday - 5:30-8:30pm - Tween/Teen Nite

3:30 pm - Gentle Yoga at Old Schoolhouse

3rd Fri - 1pm - Arivaca Family and Community
Education Assn. At the Library 594-5235

Pickleball: m-w-f mornings ACC
2nd Mon - 6:00pm - Ariv. Fire Dist. Auxilary - at
the Fire House
Last Monday - Arivaca Area Health Services 4pm - meeting at the Arivaca Action Center.
TUESDAYS:
2nd Tues of every month, Arivaca Women & Wine,

3rd Fri- 1:30pm Friends of the Arivaca Library
- Board Meeting
Friends over 50 Trips: once a month posted on
ACC white Board at the PO or call 398-3010 for info
FOR KIDS:
AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM: Mon.-Fri. after
school till 5:30 pm.

